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ABSTRACT
Conversational recommender systems (CRS) aim to provide high-quality recommendations t
fewer multi-turn conversations. However, because short conversation histories lack sufficie
information, CRSs not only struggle to make accurate recommendations but also lack dive
the generated responses. Existing CRSs mainly alleviate these problems by introducing e
information (e.g., reviews) while ignoring information inside the conversations (e.g., p
category preferences in user utterances). Besides, item introduction is a kind of external infor
that is more objective and contains more entities than reviews. Therefore, we propose a
information Augmented Conversational Recommender (MACR), which improves the perfo
of recommendation and response generation by mining the underlying category preferences in
utterances and incorporating item introductions. Specifically, we enhance the category assoc
among entities by constructing a knowledge graph DBMG with category nodes, extracti
encoding the item categories that match the user preferences into the user representation. F
introductions, we extract the entities in them and fuse them into the conversation using an introd
attentive encoder-decoder. Extensive experiments on the dataset REDIAL show that our
significantly outperforms previous state-of-the-art approaches. The source code will be avai
https://github.com/zcy-cqut/MACR.

duction
e years, various intelligent systems have emerged,
&A systems that can accurately answer users’
Gomes et al., 2022) and expert systems that can
e knowledge and experience of experts to solve
ecific problems (Nayeri et al., 2022; Ng et al.,
ong them, recommendation systems have shown
ficant commercial potential as they are widely
rious fields such as e-commerce (Shen et al.,
s (Alam et al., 2022).
onal recommendation systems usually rely on
ata of user-item interactions, such as e-commerce
recommending products to users based on their
istory. However, interaction data is generally
ich makes it difficult for recommendation systems
users’ actual preferences through such implicit
o address this problem, Conversational Recom-
Systems (CRS) conduct multiple rounds of con-
ith users through natural language and capture
rences gradually during the conversation. Thus,
nly provides higher quality recommendations but
es a better way of interaction.
sually consists of a recommendation module and
module. The recommendation module learns user
s based on conversation content. It provides a set
endations that match the user’s preferences, while
e module interacts with the user by generating
guage. Figure 1 shows an example of user in-
ith CRS in a movie recommendation scenario.
focuses on the user’s favorite movie genre and

onding author.
addresses: zcy_cqut@163.com (C. Zhang), wldsj_cqut@163.com
jh_cqut@163.com (J. An)
): 0000-0002-2443-030X (C. Zhang)

Hello, could you recommend some movies ?

Ok, what kind of movies do you like ?

I love drama film. Something like The Shawshank
Redemption (1994) or Schindler’s List (1993).

Great ! Thank you !

How about The Godfather (1972) ? 
It’s a really good one. 

Figure 1: An illustrative example of a conversation on
recommendation between a user and the system. The m
and movie genre involved are marked in blue and red.

two movies the user has seen before, after which the s
provides recommendations to the user through natura
guage, and the whole process ends when the user accep
recommendations.

Since CRS aims to complete recommendations in
conversation rounds, the conversation context is u
shorter, and there is less information available to ca
user preferences, making the recommendations less
rate. Existing studies enrich the context and enhance th
representation by introducing external information su
knowledge graphs (KG) (Zhou et al., 2022), relevant re
(Lu et al., 2021). Although existing studies have imp
CRS performance, there are still limitations: 1) The
racy of the recommendations is yet relatively low, an
interpretability of the results needs to be improved; 2
responses generated by the system lacked diversity and
mativeness, and the system did hardly describe or intr

the items when recommending them. For the first problem,

Zhang et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 1 of 11
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recommendation systems (Su et al., 2021; Seo
1; Kawai et al., 2022) often use item category
n to improve recommendations’ performance and
ility. However, there is no relevant research in the
S that utilizes category information. We know

who like an item are likely to like other items of
pe, and this can be exploited in CRS. As shown
, the categories of “The Shawshank Redemption”
dler’s List” mentioned by the user both contain
while “The Godfather” recommended by the sys-
cludes this genre. As a result, this recommenda-
e more appropriate to the user’s preferences and
n why the system recommended the movie, thus
the model’s recommendation effectiveness and
ility. For the second problem, we find that item
n are a more desirable type of potential external
n that can effectively help CRS generate descrip-
formative responses. Compared with subjective
em introductions are a more objective text and
re external entities that reflect users’ preferences.
ress the above issues, we propose a novel model,
mationAugmentedConversational Recommender
Multi-information augmentation refers to en-
e overall performance of the model by category
n and introduction information. For the category
n, we enhance the category learning ability of the
implicit and explicit perspectives, respectively.

onstruct a new KG, namely DBpedia with Movie
MG), which allows the model to implicitly fuse
formation when using the KG to obtain entity
s. Second, we extract the categories involving
the context and explicitly combine the movie
mbedding and user preference embedding using
echanism. For the introduction information, we
a database of movie information from which
n retrieve the movie introductions mentioned in
t and then integrate them into the conversation
introduction-attentive encoder-decoder. The en-
ntext not only brings in more relevant external
ompensate for the lack of contextual information
lps the dialogue module generate more diverse
ptive utterances. To the best of our knowledge,
first time category information and introduction
n have been used to address the above CRS issues.
experiments based on benchmark datasets have
t MACR is significantly more effective in item
dation and dialogue generation.
ntributions of this paper are summarized as fol-
e construct amovie knowledge graphDBMGwith
formation. 2) We extract the genres of movies in
d incorporated their embedding into user prefer-
e use movie introductions to compensate for the
textual information, enhance the diversity of sys-
ses and make it capable of generating descriptive
.

2. Related Work
CRS is divided into two main categories, attr

centric CRS and open-ended CRS, and MACR belon
the latter. In this section, we will separately introduc
work related to these two types of CRSs.
2.1. Attribute-centric CRS

Attribute-centric CRS asks users classification que
about their preferences based on item attributes, su
“What type of movies do you like?”. This type of CRS
mines user preferences within a specific range by grad
reducing the attribute space of items. The difficult
in grasping the timing of questions and recommenda
so it usually has a strategy module to help its judg
Researchers have proposed various questioning stra
to improve the strategy module, such as memory ne
based approach (Zhang et al., 2018), generalized b
search based approaches (Zou and Kanoulas, 2019
et al., 2020), reinforcement learning based approaches
et al., 2018; Lei et al., 2020; Ren et al., 2021; Deng
2021; Li et al., 2021). These work using pre-defined dia
templates with slots that only need to be populated
the appropriate item attributes or recommended items
asked or recommended by the system. This type of s
is popular in the industry because it is easy to imple
and the conversational content is more stable, e.g., intel
customer service. However, because of their lack of
bility and interactivity, the user experience in a real-
environment is often not very good.
2.2. Open-ended CRS

Instead of pre-defined templates and strategy mo
the open-ended CRS uses a dialogue module to ge
natural language and uses a switching mechanism (Gu
et al., 2016) or CopyNet (Gu et al., 2016) to incorpora
recommendation results into the responses. Thus, the
ended CRS makes up for the shortcomings of the attr
centric CRS with a freer format and greater interactiv
et al. (2018) proposed the first HRED-based (Serban
2017) CRSmodel and released the dataset of CRS in am
recommendation scenario. Chen et al. (2019) uses K
the first time to enhance the representation of the
Zhou et al. (2020a) fuses entity-level KG and word
KG and eliminates the semantic gap between the two
by Mutual Information Maximization (MIM). Zhou
(2020b) proposes the use of topics to guide conversa
Liang et al. (2021) designs dialogue template generat
further combine the recommendation results into the s
responses. Lu et al. (2021) enriches the information
context by introducing reviewswhile enhancing the div
of response generation. Zhou et al. (2022) proposes a c
to-fine contrastive learning approach to better integra
ternal information.

Existing studies (Chen et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2
are more concerned with introducing external inform
and do not fully utilize the information inside the con

tion (e.g., category preferences in user utterances). In fact,

Zhang et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 2 of 11
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S
A
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er One, is a 2017
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n Stephen King’s
vel of the same

Information
Retrieval

Oh, I have seen it! I am a big fan of 
both of those movies as well

Can I help you today?

ation Database

Lookup
Table

Introduction Genre

Saw (2004)

It (2017)

Horror
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Horror
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It Chapter
One

Stephen King
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embedding
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A Quiet Pla
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Mulan

…
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Horry
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It
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genre
genreContext

Introduction

Reviews

Have you seen It (2017) ?
It’s a really good one.

Could you recommend a scary
movie? Something like Saw (2004) ?

he overview of our model. The blue font in the context indicates entities, and the red font indicates keyword
, “KA”, “RA”, and “IA” in the dialogue module indicate self-attention, context-based attention, KG-based atte
d attention, and introduction-based attention, respectively.

al information in user utterances can effectively
e representation of user preferences. In addi-
eviews commonly used in existing studies (Lu
; Zhou et al., 2022) do not sufficiently improve
dation performance and interpretation because
in fewer entities and consist of users’ subjective
bout the items. In contrast, item introduction is
sirable type of external information, which has
es and describes the item objectively. Therefore,
e MACR to leverage category and introduction
n for enhancement.

inary
en-ended CRS consists of a recommendation
hich uses entities mentioned by the user in the
a conversation to predict their preferences and
d items, and a dialogue module, which uses con-
statements to train its response generation ca-
Hence there are three main objects in CRS: the
ntioned by the user, the items recommended by
(in this case, movies), and the sentences in the
ly, we use e ∈  and m ∈  to denote entities
s, respectively, where the entities are extracted
ialogues by the recommendation module based
c KG. Usually, a dialogue context C consists of
f dialogue utterances, which can be expressed as
=1, where st is the sentence of the t-th round of
n. At round t, the recommendation module will
bset t of candidate movies from the movie set

, and the dialogue module will generate a reply st coing the movie m ∈t to recommend to the user. It is
noting that not every conversation will be recomme
meaning that the candidate movie subset t may b
empty set∅. In this case, the dialoguemodule generate
chat utterances to explore the user’s interest preferenc

4. Proposed MACR
In this section, we present the proposedMulti-infor

Augmented Conversational Recommender, called M
As shown in Figure 2, MACR consists of three main
ules: the information retrieval module, the recommend
module and the dialogue module, where the recomm
tion module contains the knowledge graph DBMG we
constructed. First, we enhance the category represen
of the movie by constructing a knowledge graph D
(Section 4.1). Then, we use the information retrieval m
to retrieve the genres and relevant introductions o
movies mentioned in the dialogues (Section 4.2). Nex
will use the movie genre and introduction informat
enhance the performance of the recommendation m
(Section 4.3) and the dialogue module (Section 4.4). F
we present the training algorithm of MACR (Section
4.1. Constructing Knowledge Graph DBMG

The KG usually consists of the triple (ℎ, r, t),
ℎ and t denote the head entity and the tail entity,
denotes the relationship between the two. The entity
KG used in existing research is mainly DBpedia. How
the relationship between movie entities and genres

established in DBpedia. Therefore, we propose DBpedia

Zhang et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 3 of 11
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Statistical results of movie entities in the dataset

User：I would like to watch
comedies, just like
Despicable Me 3 (2017).

Despicable Me 3

System：Great! Have you
seen Sing (2016) ? It’s a
really good one.

...

Comedy, Animation
Adventure, Kids&family

Dataset

...

Sing

Comedy, Animation 
Musical, Kids&family

...
Comedy Animation Musical

DBMG

Genre

Sing

add
Comedy

MusicalAnimation

dventure

Kids&family

he construction process of DBMG. Square nodes
ategory entities, blue round nodes represent DBpe-
entities, and red round nodes represent DBpedia’s
entities (e.g., directors and actors).

e Genres (DBMG) to incorporate movie genre
n into the KG. Based on data from the movie web-
Tomatoes, we collected and organized the movie
in the dataset REDIAL. As shown in Figure 3,
oughly 18 genres of movies. Then, we add these
enres to DBpedia as new tail entities and a new
p “genre_is” to the corresponding movie entities.
tant to note that a film may belong to more than
The construction process of DBMG is shown

4. In addition, to efficiently obtain information
ies in the conversation history, we take a similar
s KBRD (Chen et al., 2019). We first match each
e movie set  by name with the entities in the
en we perform entity linking for the conversation
us obtaining all the non-movie entities in the
n. These movie entities and non-movie entities
by the user can represent the user’s preferences.

4.2. Information Retrieval
We collected introductions to the movies in the d

from Wikipedia and organized them into the inform
database Idb together with the movie genres contain
Section 4.1. The information retrieval module can id
movies in dialogue context C and then retrieve the
responding introductions and genres from the inform
database Idb.For the introductions, considering that movie intr
tions are often a long text, we only use a part of the
ductions. Different from Lu et al. (2021), which rand
selects a portion of words or phrases in the review
randomly select a whole sentence in the introduction
Although the random selection of words or phrases a
for more flexibility in system responses, it may also re
the selection of more non-entity words, making it diffic
take advantage of the rich entity information in the intr
tion. In addition, the latter generates responses with
fluency because it retains the integrity of the sentenc
movie genres, the information retrieval module will re
the genre to which the movie belongs based on its nam
calculation of the information retrieval module is cond
as follows:

Iintro, Igenre = Retrieve (C, Idb
)

where Retrieve (⋅) denotes the retrieval operation, Iint
Igenre represent the introduction set and genre set ob
after retrieval, respectively.
4.3. Multi-information Augmented

Recommendation
The recommendation module is built on the Re

framework (Lu et al., 2021), while we keep the m
reviews since a small number of entities also exist
reviews. In past studies, recommendation modules us
entities involved in a conversation to represent user p
ences. However, the number of entities involved in
specific conversations may be small, resulting in pre
user preferences that may not be accurate enough. I
method, the user’s movie genre preference can compl
the entity preference, thus improving the recommend
effect. In addition, we introduce movie introductions t
more external entities that can represent user prefere
thus making them more comprehensive.

Specifically, MACR first extracts the entitiesE(C),
andE(I intro) contained in each conversation contextC , t
lated reviews R, and the related introductions Iintro, retively, and thenmerges all the entities afterward. The pr
of extracting and merging entities is shown as follows

E(C) = Extract (C)
E(R) = Extract (R)

E(Iintro) = Extract (Iintro
)

E(CRIintro) = {E(C), E(R), E(Iintro)}

where Extract (⋅) denotes the entity extraction operatio

E(CRIintro) denotes the merged set of entities.

Zhang et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 4 of 11
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entity-level knowledge graph DBMG, we must
e semantic relationships between entities. There-
se R-GCN (Schlichtkrull et al., 2018; Lu et al.,
u et al., 2022) to obtain the entity embedding for DBMG so that the relationships between
d the relationships between movies and genres
presented together. Formally, the representation
at (l + 1)-th layer is calculated as:
) = �(

∑
r∈

∑
e′∈re

1
Ze,rW

(l)
r ℎ

(l)
e′ +W(l)ℎ(l)e ) (3)

∈ ℝd is the node representations of n at the l-th
otes the embedding dimension, r is entity relation
elation set , re denotes the set of neighboring
under the relation r, W(l)

r and W(l) are learnable
d Ze,r is a normalization factor.
he entity set E(CRIintro) and the movie genre set
ueried into the embedding dictionary , respec-
tain the embedding vectors of entities and genres.
re concatenated into the entity embeddingmatrix
d and the genre embedding matrix Eg ∈ ℝb×d ,
nd b denote the number of entities and genres,
y. Finally, after aggregating Ee and Eg through
tention layer, they are then fused into the user
embedding u(eg) through the gating mechanism.
c process is shown as follows:
= SA (

Ee
)
, u(g) = SA (

Eg
) (4)

= � ⋅ u(e) + (1 − �) ⋅ u(g) (5)
= �

(Wgate
[
u(e); u(g)

]) (6)
(⋅) denotes the self-attention aggregation oper-
and u(g) represent the user’s entity preference
and genre preference embedding, respectively,
tes the gating probability. Based on the final user
embedding u(eg), we can calculate the probability
recommending movie m from movie set  to

(m) = softmax (MLP (u(eg))) (7)
(⋅) denotes a multi-layer perceptron. To learn the
in the recommendation module, we set a cross-
s as the optimization objective:

= −
N∑
j=1

K∑
i=1

yij ⋅ log
(Pjrec (i)

) (8)

s the total number of dialogues, j is the index of
logues, K is the total number of movies, and i is
f movies.
ti-information Augmented Response
eration
lti-information augmented dialogue module can
ther chit-chat utterances to explore the user’s in-

to the user. To improve the diversity and informativen
the system’s responses, as well as to generate both subj
opinions and objective introductions to the recomm
movies when recommending them, we keep review
added introductions of the relevant movies.

We use an encoder-decoder architecture for the con
tion task. The transformer-based approaches (Vaswani
2017) have achieved excellent performance on many
tasks (Hu et al., 2021; Karimi Mahabadi et al., 20
and Huang, 2021; Li et al., 2022). Therefore, we use
standard transformer encoders to encode context, rev
and introductions in the encoding stage to obtain the
sponding context embedding X(c), reviews embedding
and introductions embedding X(i). In the decoding
we use a method similar to RevCore (Lu et al., 202
gradually fuse the context information, entity embe
matrix, reviews information, and introductions inform
The decoding process is shown as follows:

An0 = MHA (Yn−1,Yn−1,Yn−1)

An1 = MHA (An0,X(c),X(c)
)

An2 = MHA (An1,Ee,Ee
)

An3 = MHA (An3,X(r),X(r)
)

An4 = MHA (An4,X(i),X(i)
)

Yn = FFN (An4
)

where Yn−1 denotes the output of the decoder at tim
n-1, Ee is the entity embedding matrix from the recom
dation module, An0,An1,An2,An3,An4 represent the embe
of the output after the self-attention layer and the
attention layer with multiple informations, respec
MHA (Q,K,V) in Eq. 9 denotes the multi-headed atte
function (Vaswani et al., 2017) that takes a query mat
a key matrix K, and a value matrix V as input:

MHA (Q,K,V) = [h1; ...; hℎ]Wo

ℎi = Attention (QWq
i ,KWk

i ,VWv
i
)

where ℎ is the number of heads, and Wi is the para
matrix. FFN (⋅) in Eq. 9 is a fully connected feed-fo
neural network consisting of two linear layers with
activation functions:

FFN (x) = ReLU (
xW1 + b1

)W2 + b2

where W1,W2 are learnable parameters and b1, b2 arbias terms.
In contrast to ordinary conversation models, CRS

requires switching mechanisms (Gulcehre et al., 201
CopyNet (Gu et al., 2016) to generate responses wit
evant recommended items. Formally, MACR generat
next token yi based on the last generated sequence {yi
y1, y2,… yi−1, which is computed as shown as follows

Pr (yi||{yi−1}
)
=Pr1

(
yi||Yi

)
+ Pr2

(
yi||Yi,KG

)
+( ) ( )
commendation utterances to recommend movies Pr3 yi||Yi, R + Pr4 yi||Yi, Iintro

Zhang et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 5 of 11
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s the output of the decoder, Pr1 (⋅) is the proba-
tion for generating ordinary words from the vo-
r2 (⋅) ,Pr3 (⋅) ,Pr4 (⋅) are the probability functionsfrom the KG, related reviews and related intro-
espectively, by the standard switching mechanism
et al., 2016). To optimize the response generation
gue module, we set the cross-entropy loss:

= − 1
N

N∑
t=1
logPr (st||s1,… , st−1

) (13)

the number of rounds of a conversation C and stentence in the conversation.
meter Learning
rameters of MACR mainly come from the rec-
ion module and the dialogue module, denoted by
, respectively. These two modules share some
and influence each other. Algorithm 1 presents
algorithm of MACR.
starting the training, we first need to retrieve the
n and genre in the information database based on
in the dataset. Then, we optimize the parameters
. At each iteration, we need to obtain the set
from the current context, reviews, and introduc-
tilize the knowledge graph DMBG to obtain the
ing embeddings. Then, we need to perform self-
get entity preferences u(e) and category prefer-

and use the gating mechanism to fuse them into
esentation. After calculating the recommendation
for each movie, we compute the cross-entropy
. 8 and perform gradient descent to update the
Θr.
the loss of the recommendation module con-
start to optimize the parameter Θg . At each it-
still have to obtain the entity embedding through
t. Then, we encode the relevant context, reviews,
ctions using Transformer’s encoder and decode
he enhanced decoder. After calculating the gener-
bilities using Eq. 12, we perform gradient descent
3 and update the parameters Θg .

iment Settings
set
L is the most commonly used dataset in the
in. It contains 10,006 conversations consisting
rs involving 51,699 movies. The conversations
ted by Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) workers
s of seekers and recommenders according to a
sive set of instructions. In addition, this dataset
levels of preference for each user-mentioned
, dislike, and don’t know. Because of the small
movies the user mentions in the conversation,
dies will default to the user liking all the entities.
e same operation to ensure that the number of
sufficient. However, when obtaining the movie

Algorithm 1: The training algorithm of MACR.
Input: CRS dataset , information database Idb,reviews R and knowledge graph .
Output: Model parameters Θr, Θg .

1 Randomly initialize Θr, Θg .
2 Acquire Iintro and Igenre from and Idb by Eq. 1.
3 for i = 1→ || do
4 Acquire a set of entities E(CRIintro) from, R

and Iintro by Eq. 3.
5 Acquire entity embeddings from  and use Eq

4 to obtain u(e) and u(g) by self-attention.
6 Acquire u(eg) by gate mechanism using Eq. 5.
7 Compute Prec (m) using Eq. 7.
8 Perform GD on Eq. 8 w.r.t. Θr.
9 end

10 for j = 1→ || do
11 Acquire entity embeddings from .
12 Acquire embedding Xc , Xr, and Xi by encode
13 Acquire Yn by Transformer decoder using Eq.
14 Compute Pr (yi||yi−1

} using Eq. 12.
15 Perform GD on Eq. 13 w.r.t. Θg .
16 end
17 return Θr, Θg .

genres, we only target the genres of movies that the
actually likes.
5.2. Baselines

In CRS, we need to measure the model’s perform
in two ways, one for the recommendation task an
for the conversation task. Therefore, we introduce mu
competitive baselines from previous studies:

• Popularity: It ranks items based on the frequen
recommendations from the training set in the co

• TextCNN (Kim, 2014): It uses CNNmodels to e
users’ features from conversation text to rank ite

• Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017): It utiliz
Transformer-based encoder-decoder approach to
erate dialog responses.

• ReDial (Li et al., 2018): This model consists
auto-encoder (Li et al., 2016a) recommender,
logue module based on HRED (Serban et al.,
and a sentiment prediction models.

• KBRD (Chen et al., 2019): This model utili
KG enhance the entity representation in contex
transformer-based (Vaswani et al., 2017) dia
module uses information from the KG as the
vocabulary for utterances.

• KGSF (Zhou et al., 2020a): This model incorp
two knowledge graphs, i.e., a word-level KG

an entity-level KG, to further enhance the semantic

Zhang et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 6 of 11
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sentations of words and entities, and uses MIM
ign the semantic spaces of different KG.
ore (Lu et al., 2021): This model uses reviews

ugment the entity and word representations in
ext, enabling more diverse response generation.
a fair comparison, the same reviews are used in
odel.
RS (Zhou et al., 2022): This model extracts
represents multi-granularity semantic units from
rent data signals and aligns the semantic space
re-training from coarse to fine to produce a more
rent fusion representation.
baselines, Popularity and TextCNN (Kim, 2014)
endation methods, and Transformer (Vaswani

7) is a text generation method. Since there are
al user-item interaction records except dialogue
we did not include other recommendation mod-
s, Redial (Li et al., 2018), KBRD (Chen et al.,
SF (Zhou et al., 2020a), RevCore (Lu et al.,
CRS (Zhou et al., 2022) and are conversational
dation methods.
uation Metrics
different evaluation metrics for the recommen-
and the conversation task. The evaluation met-
recommendation task is Recall@k (k=1,10,50),
cates whether the top-k items recommended by
contain true labels, where the dataset provides
els. Conversation evaluation comprises automatic
evaluation. The automatic evaluation includes:

ity (PPL) (Jelinek et al., 1977): this metric is
aluate the fluency of the generated responses,
maller value indicates a more fluent sentence,
tinct-n(Dist-n, n=2,3,4) (Li et al., 2016b): this
sed to evaluate the diversity of the generated
which is defined as the number of different n-
ds divided by the total number of words. For the
luation, annotators score the system’s responses
uency and informativeness. The range of score is

ementation Details
ACR model was implemented by PyTorch and
an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090 card. For a fair
n, we kept the training parameters consistent with
e RevCore and did not change the review infor-
e maximum length of the context and reviews are
and 30, respectively, and the embedding size is
arly, we perform three epochs of pre-training to
the mutual information. After that, we perform
g of the recommendation module and dialogue
spectively.

Table 1
Results on the recommendation task. The best results ar
cated in bold. “-intro” means remove introduction inform
“-DBMG ” means use DBpedia instead of DBMG, and “-g
means no fusion of categories information to user prefer

Models Recall@1 Recall@10 Recall@50

Popularity 0.012 0.061 0.179
TextCNN 0.013 0.068 0.191
ReDial 0.024 0.140 0.320
KBRD 0.031 0.150 0.336
KGSF 0.039 0.183 0.378
RevCore 0.046 0.220 0.396
C2-CRS 0.053 0.233 0.407

MACR 0.064 0.251 0.443
-intro 0.055 0.240 0.414
-DBMG 0.061 0.246 0.438
-genre 0.056 0.236 0.442

6. Results and Analysis
6.1. Evaluation on Recommendation Task

We use Recall@k to evaluate the recommendation
and the experimental results are shown in Table 1.
as we have seen, conversational recommendation me
are generally better than recommendation methods
TextCNN and Popularity), which is facilitated by th
that CRS is better at obtaining information from spars
versational contexts. Second, KBRD outperforms R
among conversational recommendation methods beca
introduces KG to enhance entity representation. Next, K
outperforms KBRD due to introducing both entity
KG and word-level KG. Based on KGSF, RevCore f
enhances user preferences by integrating external rev
Finally, C2-CRS better integrates the KG and extern
views into the context using a contrastive learning app

As shown in Table 1, our MACR outperforms all
lines because we fully leverage the potential category
erences of users in conversations and introduce ex
introductions to enrich short conversation histories fu
Compared with C2-CRS, MACR improves R@1 sco
20.7%, R@10 scores by 7.7%, and R@50 scores by 8.

To validate the effectiveness of our proposed app
we conducted three ablation experiments, as shown
last three rows of Table 1. The performance of MAC
creases after removing the introduction information, DB
and movie genre information, respectively. Among
movie introduction has the most critical impact on M
further proving that introducing more external entitie
effectively solve the problem of insufficient contextu
formation. The results of "-DBMG" and "-genre" also
that strengthening the category association between
embeddings through DBMG and using users’ category
erences to compensate for entity preferences signifi
improve for the recommendation effectiveness.
Zhang et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 7 of 11
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evaluation results on conversation task. The best
in bold. “-intro” means remove introduction infor-
BMG ” means use DBpedia.

els Dist-2 Dist-3 Dist-4 PPL

sformer 0.148 0.151 0.137 17.0
ial 0.225 0.236 0.228 28.1
D 0.263 0.368 0.423 17.9
F 0.289 0.434 0.519 9.8
Core 0.424 0.558 0.612 10.2
RS 0.413 0.619 0.767 -

CR 0.523 0.731 0.842 10.3
o 0.403 0.613 0.770 9.5
MG 0.478 0.710 0.841 10.4

aluation results on conversation task. The best
in bold.

odels Fluency Informativeness

ransformer 0.94 0.89
eDial 1.21 1.07
BRD 1.26 1.19
GSF 1.48 1.32
evCore 1.51 1.37
2-CRS 1.54 1.44

ACR 1.56 1.49

uation on Conversation Task
aluation of the conversation task was divided into
and human evaluation, and the results are shown
and 3, respectively. In the automatic evaluation,
ieves better results than Transformer because it
re-trained RNN to represent the conversation his-
outperforms ReDial due to the utilization of KG

ogue module to enhance entity word generation.
ieves better performance than KBRD by using
tion to fuse information from the aligned twoKGs
ntext. RevCore and C2-CRS further improve the
ce of the dialogue module by introducing reviews,
er uses contrastive learning to better fuse external
n.
ACR further enhances item representation and
he diversity of system responses in dialogue con-
gh DBMG and item introduction. In terms of
valuation, as shown in Table 2, MACR improved
res by 23.3% compared to baseline RevCore.
to C2-CRS, MACR improved Dist@3 scores by
Dist-4 scores by 9.8%, respectively. For PPL,
ieved scores comparable to the baseline KGSF
re. In terms of human evaluation, Table 3 also

0.055 0.053 0.060 0.064 0.064 

0.231 
0.202 

0.228 0.251 0.250 

0.415 0.396 
0.441 0.443 0.438 

0.000
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R@1 R@10 R@50

Figure 5: The effect of the number of movie genres o
recommendation task.

Table 4
The effect of introduction length on the recommendatio
and the conversation task. Bold indicates the best resul

Len
Recommendation Recommendation

R@1 R@10 R@50 Dist-2 Dist-3 P

10 0.043 0.243 0.426 0.462 0.644 1
20 0.061 0.234 0.442 0.511 0.710 1
30 0.064 0.251 0.443 0.523 0.731 1
40 0.061 0.220 0.426 0.551 0.724 1

demonstrates the better fluency and diversity of th
sponses generated by MACR.

To prove the contribution of each component i
dialogue module, we performed two ablation experim
as shown in the last two rows of Table 2. The ablation e
iment "-intro" showed that the movie introduction coul
nificantly increase the diversity of system responses.
ever, there are contextual differences between mov
troductions and dialogue utterances, so integrating m
introductions also harms the fluency of the response
eration task. And "-DBMG" indicates that KG conta
category information can also enhance the effectiven
the dialogue task.
6.3. Discussion

Effect of the number of item categories. I
approach, a movie can have multiple genres, and diff
movies contain different numbers of genres. To ex
the effect of the number of movie genres on MACR
conducted a series of experiments on the maximum nu
of movie genres. As shown in Figure 5, we set the max
number of extracted movie genres to 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. M
achieves the best results on the recommendation task
the maximum number of movie genres is 4. This
indicates that, to some extent, movies containing a
number of genres help MACR to understand users’
erences more accurately. However, too many genres
when the number is 5)may introducemore noise andm
the model’s judgment, thus reducing the recommend
performance.
Zhang et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 8 of 11
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of item introduction length. We executed a
xperiments to explore the impact of introduction
ngth by setting the maximum length of introduc-
ces to 10, 20, 30, and 40. As shown in Table
aluation metrics achieved the best results at a
length of 30 for the introduction sentence. For
we believe that longer introduction sentences

in more external entities, which helps the model
predict users’ preferences. However, too many ex-
ies also introduce more noise, which reduces the
rformance. In addition, there are some differences
e external text and the original text, and excessive
n of external text may also suppress the original
fore, we set the maximum length to 30 to maintain
etween them.
Study
section, we will use a case study to illustrate
odel works in practice, as shown in Figure 6.
R extracts the movie entity “Harry Potter” in

t. Then, the information retrieval module obtains
to which the movie belongs, i.e., “Fantasy” and
”, and gets the embedding of the categories and
ough the knowledge graph DBMG. The recom-
module predicts movies that may interest the
as “Maleficent” and “The BFG”, based on the
entation of the fusion of genre embedding and
edding. The dialogue module uses the prediction
he recommendation module and the introduction
selected by the information retrieval module to
sponses. If the user does not like or has already
ecommended movie, the system will continue
with the user and update the user’s preferences.
le, in Figure 6, the user dislikes the recommended
indicates that he/she prefers “thrilling adventure
he system re-recommends movies based on the
rite “Harry Potter” in the historical conversation
ormation in the new conversation.

lusion
paper, we noticed potential internal information
ersation and desirable external information, i.e.,
references and item introductions, and proposed
del MACR. We constructed a knowledge graph
th category information to enhance category as-
between entity embeddings, then extracted users’
references in context and fused them into the
entation. In addition, we extracted entities from
m introductions and fused item introductions into
using an introduction-attentive encoder-decoder.
experiments show that our approach outperforms
ate-of-the-art methods.
CR proves to be effective in alleviating the short-

f short conversation histories through categories
ctions. However, the limitation of MACR is the
ability to other external information. In the future,

Can you recommend a movie for me, like Harry Potter ?

fantasy

adventure

Recommendation Module

Dialogue Module

Maleficent

…

DBMG

Oh yes, but I didn't like the movie. I prefer thrilling 
adventure stories.

I would recommend Maleficent.Maleficent is a 2014 
American dark fantasy adventure film. Have you seen it ?

Introduction

Maleficent
Maleficent is a 2014 American …
The film stars Angelina Jolie as …
Loosely inspired by Charles …

Genre

The BFG

Update Preferences

Maybe you can try The Lord of the Rings: The 
Fellowship of the Ring. The movie tells the story of 
ancient Middle-earth, Frodo in the company of faithful …

Sounds great! I'll have to check it out.

Ghostbusters

…

Figure 6: Case Study. Bold in the introduction box ind
the selected introduction sentence. Blue font indicates e
and purple font indicates descriptive sentences.

we will consider a more general model that can di
exploit other external data.
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 Constructing a knowledge graph DBMG with item category 
information

 Extracting user preferences for item categories from conversations
 Fusing category preferences and entity preferences through gating 

mechanisms
 Using item introductions to alleviate the lack of information in short

dialogues
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